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Convenient Deaths

There are two lists in this document.  Coincidental deaths that occurred during the time Mr. Bill Clinton was
governor of Arkansas and/or President, and coincidental deaths after the assassination of President John F.
Kennedy.

Coincidental Deaths Occurring During the 
Presidency of Bill Clinton

?? Susan Coleman Rumored to be having an affair with Bill Clinton
and carrying his baby (7.5 months) at time of
death

Gunshot to back of head (ruled suicide -
no autopsy permitted)

2/87 Larry Guerrin Died while investigating the Inslaw case. Killed???

8/23/87 Kevin Ives & Don
Henry

May have stumbled on the Mena, Arkansas
drug trade. 

State medical examiner for governor Bill
Clinton reported that these two boys died
when they fell asleep on the rail road
tracks.  This ruling was later converted:
Kevin died of a crushed skull and Don
died of stabbing before being placed on
the rail road tracks.

7/88 Keith Coney Had information on the deaths of Ives and
Henry above.

Died in a motorcycle accident amid
unconfirmed reports of a high speed car
(not police) chase.

11/88 Keith McKaskle Also had information of the deaths of Ives and
Henry

Stabbed to death

1/89 Gregory Collins Also had information of the deaths of Ives and
Henry

Gunshot wound to the face

4/89 Jeff Rhodes Also had information of the deaths of Ives and
Henry

Gunshot wound to the head.  His body
was found in a trash dump and some
body mutilation had occurred indicating he
had been tortured before dying.

1989? James Milam Had information of the deaths of Kevin Ives and
Don Henry

Fahmy Malak, governor Bill Clinton’s state
medical examiner, ruled the death “natural
causes” related to a perforated ulcer even
though James Milam was decapitated.

7/89 Richard Winters Suspected in the deaths of Ives and Henry. Killed in a "robbery" in July 1989 which
was subsequently proven to be a setup.

6/90 Jordan Kettleson Had information of the deaths of Kevin Ives and
Don Henry

Shot to death in the front seat of his
pickup.

http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
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1/31/91 Alan Standorf Worked at the National Security Agency in
electronic intelligence. Mr. Standorf was a
source of information for Danny Casalaro who
was investigating INSLAW, BCCI and other
related stores.

Standorf's body was found in the backseat
of a car at Washington National Airport. 

4/5/91 Dennis Eisman Had information on the INSLAW CASE. Found shot to death.

8/10/91 Danny Casalaro Investigative journalist, researching the
INSLAW CASE, Bank of Credit & Commerce
International (BCCI) and a related investigation
he called the octopus or ‘October Surprise’.

Found dead in the bathtub of his Sheraton
Hotel room in Martinsburg where he had
been staying while keeping appointments
in the D. C. area, pertinent to his
investigation.  One, perhaps both, wrists
were slashed 10 times.  All research
materials, notes, computer, etc., have not
been recovered.

7/30/92 Victor Raiser National Finance Co-Chair of “CLINTON FOR
PRESIDENT.”

Died in airplane crash.

7/30/92 R. Montgomery
Raiser

Also involved in the Clinton Presidential
campaign.

Died in same plane crash as Victor Raiser
above.

11/1/92 Ian Spiro Had supporting documentation for grand jury
proceedings on the INSLAW CASE.  (Does it
seem suspicious that people intending to testify
on some important matter seem to be
committing suicide rather regularly?)

Spiro’s wife and 3 children were found
murdered, all dying of gunshot wounds to
the head. Mr. Spiro's body was found
several days later in a car, parked in the
Borego Desert. Cause of death reported
as the ingestion of cyanide. The FBI report
indicated that Ian had murdered his family
and then committed suicide. 

12/9/92 Paula Gober Clinton speech writer. Died in a car accident.  No known
witnesses.

2/28/93 Steve Willis, Robert
Williams, Todd
McKeahan &
Conway  LeBleu

All four were former body guards for Bill
Clinton, three while campaigning for President
and when he was Governor of Arkansas.

All four were examined by a pathologist
and died from identical wounds to the left
temple in the raid that occurred at Waco,
Texas on the date indicated.  They were
the BATF agents killed at Waco. 

5/19/93 Sgt. Brian Haney,
Sgt. Tim Sabel, Maj.
William Barkley,
Capt. Scott
Reynolds

All four men had escorted Clinton on his flight
to the carrier Roosevelt shortly before their
deaths. 

All four men died when their helicopter
crashed in the woods near Quantico, Va. -
Reporters were barred from the site, and
the head of the fire department responding
to the crash described it by saying,
"Security was tight," with "lots of Marines
with guns."  A fire fighter video was seized

4/93 John Crawford An attorney with information on the INSLAW
CASE.

Heart attack.

http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
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5/18/93 John Wilson Former Washington D.C. council member who
claimed to have info on Whitewater, an
American political controversy that began with
the real estate dealings of Bill and Hillary
Clinton and their associates, Jim and Susan
McDougal in the Whitewater Development
Corporation, a failed business venture in the
1970s and 1980s.

Hanging: ruled a suicide.  

6/22/93 Paul Wilcher Attorney who was investigating drug running
out of Mena, Arkansas and who also sought to
expose the "October Surprise", BCCI and 
INSLAW.

Found dead in his Washington DC
apartment of unknown causes.

7/20/93 Vincent Foster White House Council for Bill Clinton.  A
personal friend of both Bill and Hilary Clinton.

Found dead of a gunshot wound to the
mouth in a Washing, D. C. park -- the
death ruled suicide.

8/15/93 Jon Parnell Walker A Washington-based Resolution Trust Corp.
official. In early 1992, Walker approved a field
audit of Madison Guaranty, the failed
savings-and-loan run by Clinton's Whitewater
business partner, Jim McDougal.

More than a year later, Walker is said to
have posed as a prospective renter, went
up to the 22nd floor of a luxury apartment
building in Arlington, Va., and committed
suicide by jumping to his death.  (Why go
to so much trouble unless maybe you are
mind controlled?)

9/10/93 Stanley Heard &
Steven Dickson

Both members of the Clinton “Health Care
Advisory Committee.”

The both died in a plane crash.

9/26/93 Jerry Luther Parks Chief of Security for Clinton's national
campaign headquarters in Little Rock. His
family reported that shortly before his death,
they were being followed by unknown persons,
and their home had been broken into (despite a
top quality alarm system). Parks had been
compiling a dossier on Clinton's illicit activities.
The dossier was stolen. 

Gunned down in his car near the
intersection of Chenal Parkway and
Highway 10 west of Little Rock. Parks was
shot through the rear window of his car.
The assailant then pulled around to the
driver's side of Park's car and shot him
three more times with a 9mm pistol. 

1/8/94 Gandy Baugh Attorney for Dan Lasater, a known high level
drug dealer.

Suicide.  Baugh's partner committed
suicide exactly one month later on
February 8, 1994. 

3/1/94 Herschell Friday Member of the presidential campaign finance
committee.

Died in an airplane explosion.

5/11/94 Kathy Furguson She had information supporting Paula Jone's
sexual harassment law suit against Bill Clinton.

Suicide: Gunshot wound to head.

6/12/94 Bill Shelton Arkansas police officer - Kathy Furguson
(above) was his ‘girl friend.’ 

Found dead at Kathy Furguson’s grave. 
Death ruled a suicide - he shot himself in
the back of the head. (Oh, really?)

7/28/94 Calvin Walraven Twenty-four year old Calvin Walraven was a
key witness in a drug case against the son
Jocelyn Elder's, who was Bill Clinton’s
Surgeons General.

Walraven was found dead in his
apartment with a gunshot wound to the
head. Tim Hover, a Little Rock police
spokesman says no foul play is
suspected.

http://mhkeehn.tripod.com/inslawcol.pdf
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9/8/94 Paul Olson A Federal witness in investigations to drug
money corruption in Chicago politics.  Paul had
just finished 2 days of FBI interviews upon his
death.

Died in plane crash along with 130 others. 
The Sept. 15, 1994 Tempe Tribune
newspaper reported that the FBI
suspected that a bomb had brought down
the airplane.

4/19/95 Alan G. Whicher Oversaw Clinton's Secret Service detail. In
October 1994 Whicher was transferred to the
Secret Service field office in the Murrah
Building in Oklahoma City.

Whatever warning was given to the other
BATF agents in that building did not reach
Alan Whicher, who died in the bomb blast.

4/3/96 Ron Brown Clinton’s Commerce Secretary.  Independent
Counsel Daniel Pearson was seeking to
determine whether Brown had engaged in
several sham financial transactions with
longtime business partner Nolanda Hill shortly
before he became secretary of commerce.

Brown died in the crash of an Air Force jet
carrying himself and 34 others, including
14 business executives on a trade mission
to Croatia.  The plane crashed into a
mountainside.  The Air Force concluded
pilot error and faulty navigation equip.

1996 Charles Meissner Following the death of Ron Brown's, Meissner
placed John Huang on a Commerce
Department contract which allowed Huang to
retain his security clearance.

Died in a amall plane crash.

5/6/96 William Colby Former CIA director.  Colby, who had just
started writing for Strategic Investment
newsletter, worried many in the intelligence
community. Colby's past history of divulging
CIA secrets in the past were well known.

In this death, it is reported that Colby ate a
dinner of clams and white wine, then went
to his canoe in the middle of the night, on
a rough and windy river, without a life
jacket, had a heart attack and slipped into
the water.

5/16/96 Admiral Jeremy
Boorda

Admirable Boorda had risen from the enlisted
ranks to become the 25 th Chief of Naval
Operations.  We are to believe he was so
mentally unstable he would do as reported on
the right.

Going home for lunch, he decided to shoot
himself in the chest (twice by one account)
rather that meet with newsweek magazine
regarding a valor insignia he was evidently
not authorized to wear.

11/29/96 Barbara Wise Commerce Department employee.  Barbara
Alice Wise was suspected of leaking
Commerce documents exposing the Chinese
espionage.  She worked in the same section as
John Huang.

Barbara Wise was found dead and
bruised from head to waist in a locked
Commerce Department office.

1/7/97 Doug Adams An Arkansas attorney who became involved in
attempting to help people who had been
swindled out of their life savings.

Adams was found in his vehicle with a
gunshot wound to his head in a Springfield
Missouri hospital parking lot.

7/4/97 ? Mary C. Mahoney An attractive 25-year-old White House intern
who worked with John Huang and was an
employee of Starbuck’s in Georgetown.  Even
though more than $4,000 remained in the
store, the police have categorized the triple
murder as a robbery, even as they
acknowledge the "execution style" killings.

Gunmen entered the Starbuck's while the
crew was cleaning up after closing.
Mahoney's two associates, Aaron
Goodrich, 18 and Emory Evans, 25, were
taken to a room and shot. Mary herself
had five bullets in her, from at least two
different guns, most likely with silencers. A
total of 10 shots were fired; none of them
heard by neighbors in the densely
populated Georgetown section. Mahoney
was shot in the chest, face, and back of
the head.
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10/12/97 Ron Miller Provided tape recordings of Gene and Nora
Num related to criminal ‘campaign finance’ 

Healthy, but took ill Oct. 3rd and died nine
days later. (Consistent with Ricin
poisoning.)

2/22/98 Sandy Hume Twenty-eight year old son of journalist Britt
Hume.  Worked for Hill magazine, about
Congress for Congress.

Reportedly found dead in his Arlington,
Virginia home.  Aside from the statement
that this was an "apparent" suicide, there
remains in place a total media blackout on
this story, possibly out of concern that the
actual facts will not withstand public
scrutiny.

3/8/98 James McDougal Convicted of bank fraud; died in solitary
confinement just before scheduled testimony to
Ken Starr investigation.

Heart attack in prison hospital

3/29/98 Johnny Lawhon An Arkansas transmission specialist who
discovered a pile of Whitewater documents in
the trunk of an abandoned car on his property
and turned them over to Starr.

Killed in a car wreck two weeks after the
death of James McDougal.

11/17/98 Charles Wilbourne
Miller

Miller had long served as executive vice
president and member of the board of directors
for a company called Alltel and was deeply
involved in his own software engineering
company until the day he died. Alltel is the
successor to Jackson Stephens' Systematics,
the company that provided the software for the
White House's "Big Brother" data base system
which was behind the administration's plan to
develop the secret computer "Clipper" chip to
bug every phone, fax and email transmission in
America.

The 63 year old Miller was found dead of a
gunshot wound to the head in a shallow
pit about 300 yards from his ranch house
near Little Rock. Police found a .410
gauge shotgun near Miller's body and a
Ruger .357-caliber revolver submerged in
water. Investigators concluded the Ruger
was the weapon used by Miller to kill
himself. Yet, two rounds in the handgun's
cylinder had been spent.  (Probably
missed himself the first time.)

4/28/2000 Carlos Ghigliotti Carlos, an expert in FLIR (Forward Looking
Infrared) and contract agent for the House
Government Reform Committe, acquired FLIR
tapes of the Waco siege.  He proved that the
FBI knew that the Dividian’s were nearly out of
water and that they had lied to Janet Reno
when they said, “the Davidians had plenty of
food and water and the siege was unlikely to
end soon.”  Read full story here.

Found dead in his home/business just
outside of Washington D.C.

http://www.hardylaw.net/Carlos.html
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 John F. Kennedy

Coincidental Deaths Following the 
Assassination of President John F. Kennedy

1963 - 1976

Many witnesses have died in the thirteen year period following the assassination of President John F. Kennedy  -
most of unnatural causes. As one might expect, rumors abound about the unusually high death rate during these
years. Many of these deaths are supported by suspicious circumstances under which the victims died. The thread
that runs through all these deaths is: ‘they are very convenient to those who are covering up the facts in the
assassination of President Kennedy since these witnesses took their knowledge to the grave upon their individual
deaths.  In the end, you, the individual reader, must decide for yourself whether or not these deaths seem a little
to convenient or normal coincidence:

Asterisks mark death that seemed to happen under suspicious circumstances.
 
   Date              Name                                                Connection with case                                                   Cause of Death

11/22/63 John F. Kennedy President of the united States of America Shot, several times, allegedly by
one Lee Harvey Oswald

11/22/63 Jefferson David
Tippit

Dallas police officer who was either a friend of, or
associate of, Jack Ruby who killed Lee Harvey Oswald

Reported shot by Oswald the
same day as Kennedy, but
witnesses do not confirm Oswald
as shooter.

11/23/63 Jack Zangetty Reported remarked to some friends that “Three other men
– not Oswald – killed the President.”  He also stated that a
man named “Ruby” would kill Oswald tomorrow and in a
few days, a member of the Frank Sinatra family will be
kidnaped just to take some of the attention away from the
assassination.

Two weeks after making these
statements, Jack Zangetty was
found floating in Lake Lugert with
bullets in chest.  Witnesses
reported he had been in the water
a week or two.

Found
11/30/63

Karyn Kupicinet Actress.  On the last day of her life, Kupcinet had dinner
with future Lost In Space cast member Mark Goddard and
his wife, Marcia Rogers Goddard, at their house on
Coldwater Canyon Drive in Beverly Hills. Due at 6:30 pm,
she arrived an hour late by taxicab. The couple said
Kupcinet only toyed with her food during their meal. Marcia
Goddard told two officers from the L.A. County Sheriff's
Office that during dinner with Kupcinet "... her lips seemed
numb. Her voice was funny. She moved her head at odd
angles." The Goddards also noticed that her pupils were
constricted. Mark Goddard told authorities that he
confronted Kupcinet about her altered state during the
meal, and she began to cry, putting her arm around him. At
8:30 pm, a taxicab arrived to take her home, and she
promised to telephone the Goddards soon.

Murdered.  Karyn was trying to
make a long distance call from
Los Angeles when, according to
reports, the operator heard Miss
Kupcinet scream into the phone
that President Kennedy was
going to be killed. Two days after
the assassination, she was found
murdered in her apartment. The
case is unsolved. She was 23. 
Coroner Harold Kade concluded
that due to a broken hyoid bone
in her throat, Kupcinet had been
strangled. Her death was
officially ruled a homicide.

12/63 Jack Zangretti Expressed foreknowledge of Ruby shooting Oswald Gunshot Victim
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1/23/64 Warren Reynolds
(not killed)

Warren Reynolds, like Domingo Benavides below,
witnessed the shooter of officer J. D. Tippit running away
from the crime scene and stated that the shooter was not
Lee Harvey Oswald.  On the date indicated, Warren
Reynolds was the victim of a violent attack in which he was
shot in the head.  Despite being shot in the head Reynolds
survived and after making a full recovery gave evidence to
Warren Commission. He had now changed his mind and
identified Oswald as the man he had seen running from the
scene of the crime.

Warren Reynolds was shot two
days after talking to the FBI. 
Darrell Garner was arrested for
shooting Warren Reynolds, but
Nancy Jane Mooney [alias Betty
MacDonald], who had worked for
Jack Ruby, provided an alibi for
Garner. A week later Nancy Jane
Mooney [Betty MacDonald] was
arrested and soon afterwards
conveniently committed suicide
in her police cell.

2/64 Eddy Benavides Lookalike brother of Domingo Benavides.  Domingo was a
witness to the shooting death of Dallas police officer J. D.
Tippit.  ‘Authorities’ were pushing the shooting death of
officer Tippit as having been done by Lee Harvey Oswald. 
Domingo, who witnessed the shooting said that the man
who shot officer Tippit did not look anything like Lee
Harvey Oswald.  Domingo later gave evidence to the
Warren Commission, and “CBS: The Warren Report.”
Benavides reported he was repeatedly threatened by the
police who advised him not to talk about what he saw.

Gunshot to head... In February
1964, Domingo’s brother, Edward
Benavides, who strongly
resembled Domingo, was shot in
the back of the head in a Dalla
club.  Domingo Benavides is
convinced that Eddy's murder
was a case of mistaken identity
and that he was the intended
victim.  The case is marked
"unsolved."

2/64 ? J. W. Jackson Father-in-law to Eddy Benavides (above).  Not impressed
by the investigation into his son-in-laws death, Mr. Jackson
began his own investigation.  Two weeks later Jackson was
shot in his home.  As the gunman escaped a police car
came around the block and did not pursue the car
speeding away with the gunman.

Shot to death in his own home. 
The police advised that Jackson
should "lay off this business."
"Don't go around asking
questions; that's our job."

2/64 Betty MacDonald Former Ruby employee who alibied Warren Reynolds
shooting suspect.

Suicide by hanging in Dallas Jail

3/64 Bill Chesher Thought to have information linking Oswald and Ruby Heart Attack

3/64 Hank Killam*  Hank Killam was a house painter who lived at Mrs. A.C.
Johnson's rooming house at the same time Lee Harvey
Oswald lived there. His wife, Wanda, once pushed
cigarettes and drinks at Jack Ruby's club.  After the
assassination federal agents visited him repeatedly,
causing him to lose one job after another.  He received a
phone call on St. Patrick's day and left the house
immediately. He was later found on a sidewalk in front of a
broken window with his jugular vein cut. He bled to death
en route to the hospital.

Throat cut

4/64 Gary Underhill* CIA agent who claimed Agency was involved and is
purported to have known who was responsible for the
death of President Kennedy.

Gunshot to head ruled suicide

5/64 Hugh Ward* Private investigator working with Guy Banister and David
Ferrie

Plane crash in Mexico

5/64 DeLesseps
Morrison*

New Orleans Mayor Passenger in Ward’s plane above
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6/64 Teresa Norton* Ruby employee Fatally shot

6/64 Guy Banister* x-FBI agent in New Orleans connected to Ferri, CID, Carlos
Marcello and Lee Harvey Oswald

Heart Attack

9/64 Jim Koethe* Reporter who was in Ruby’s apartment on 11/24/63 Blow to neck

9/64 C. D. Jackson “Life” magazine senior Vicepresident who bought
Zapruderfilm and locked it away.

Unknown

10/64 Mary Pinchot JFK “special” friend whose diary was taken by CIA chief
James Angleton after her death.

Murdered

1/65 Paul Mandal “Life” magazine writer who told of JFK turning to rear when
shot in throat.

Cancer

3/65 Tom Howard* Ruby’s first lawyer, was in Ruby’s apartment on 11/24/63 Heart attack

5/65 Maurice Gatlin* Pilot for Guy Banister Fatal fall

8/65 Mona B. Saenz* Texas Employment clerk who interviewed Oswald Hit by Dallas bus

?/65 David Goldstein Helped FBI trace Oswald’s pistol. Natural causes

9/4/65 Rose Cheramie* An employee in Jack Ruby's club. She was riding with two
men on a return trip from Florida carrying a load of
narcotics. She was thrown from the car when an argument
began between her and one of the men. Rose was
hospitalized for injuries and drug withdrawal. She told
authorities that President Kennedy was going to be killed in
Dallas.

After her release from the
hospital, she was a victim of a
hit-and-run accident near Big
Sandy, Texas.

11/65 Dorothy Kilgallen* Columnist who had private interview with Ruby, pledged to
“break” JFK case.

Lethal combination of alcohol
and barbiturates (not a drug user)

11/65 Mrs. Earl Smith* Close friend of Dorothy Kilgallen, died two days after
columnist and may have kept Kilgallen’s notes.

Cause unknown

12/65 William Whaley* Cab driver who reportedly drove Oswald to Oak Cliff (The
only Dallas taxi driver to die on duty). William Whaley was
known as the "Oswald Cabbie." He was one of the few who
had the opportunity to talk alone with the accused killer of
President Kennedy.

Whaley was killed in a head-on
collision on a bridge over the
Trinity River.  Whaley had a
perfect driving record. He was the
first Dallas cabbie to be killed on
duty since 1937. When I [Penn
Jones Jr.] went to interview the
manager of the cab company
about Whaley's death, he literally
pushed me out of the office. "If
you're smart, you won't be
coming around here asking
questions."

1966 Judge Joe Brown Presided over Ruby’s trial Heart attack

1966 Karen Carlin* Ruby employee who last talked with Ruby before Oswald
shooting

Gunshot victim

1/66 Earlene Roberts Oswald’s landlady Heart attack
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2/66 Albert Bogard* Car salesman who said Oswald test drove new car. 
showed a new Mercury to a man using the name "Lee
Oswald." Shortly after Bogard gave his testimony to a
Commission attorney in Dallas, he was badly beaten and
had to be hospitalized. Upon his release, he was fearful for
his safety. Bogard was from Hallsville, La.

Suicide:  He was found dead in
his car at the Hallsville Cemetery
on St. Valentines day in 1966. A
rubber hose was attached to the
exhaust and the other end
extending into the car. The ruling
was suicide. 41 years old.

6/66 Capt. Frank Martin Dallas policeman who witnessed Oswald slaying, told
Warren Commission “there’s a lot to be said but probably
be better if I don’t say it.”

Sudden onset of fast acting
cancer.

8/9/66 Lee Bowers Jr. * A ‘tower man’ for the Union Terminal Co. and was
stationed in his 14 foot tower directly behind the ‘Grassy
Knoll,’ having a clear view of the people behind the fence
on the knoll.  Police had "cut off" traffic into the parking lot.
Bowers said, "so that anyone moving around could actually
be observed."  When the shots rang out, Bowers' attention
was drawn to the area where he had seen the two men; he
could still make out the one in the white shirt: "The darker
dressed man was too hard to distinguish from the trees." 
Bowers died in a Dallas hospital. He was 41. There was no
autopsy and he was cremated. A doctor from Midlothian
who rode to Dallas in the ambulance with Bowers noticed
something peculiar about the victim. "He was in some
strange sort of shock." The doctor said, "A different kind of
shock than the accident victim experiences. I can't explain
it. I've never seen anything like it."  When I [Penn Jones
Jr.] questioned his widow, she insisted there was nothing
suspicious, but then became flustered and said, "They told
him not to talk." [Well, he’s not talking.]

Motor accident.  On the morning
of August 9, 1966, Lee Bowers
was driving south of Dallas on
business. He was two miles
south of Midlothian, Texas when
his brand new company car
veered from the road and hit a
bridge abutment. A farmer who
saw it, said the car was going
about 50 miles an hour, a slow
speed for that road.  There was
no autopsy performed.  Bowers
observed "some commotion at
that spot [grassy knoll] . . .
something out of the ordinary, a
sort of milling around.

9/66 Marilyn “Delila”
Walle *

Ruby dancer Shot by husband after one month
of marriage

10/66 Lt. William Pitzer * JFK autopsy photographer who described his duty as
“horrifying experience.”

Gunshot ruled as suicide.

11/66 Jimmy Levens Fort Worth nightclub owner who hired Ruby employees Natural causes

11/09/66 James Worrell Jr.
*

Saw man flee rear of Texas School Book Depository Motorcycle accident

1966 Clarence Oliver District Attorney investigator who worked Ruby case Unknown

12/66 Hank Suvdam “Life” magizine official in charge of JFK stories Heart attack

1967 Leonard Pullin Civilian Navy employee who helped film “Last Two Day’s”
about assassination

One car crash

1/67 Jack Ruby Oswald’s slayer.  Taken to the hospital with pneumonia
while in custody, he was dead twenty-eight days later of
cancer.

Lung cancer (he told his family
he was injected with cancer cells)
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2/67 Harold Russell * Saw escape of Tippit killer and signed statement that it was
‘Oswald’ he had seen.  A few months after the
assassination, Russell went back to his home near David,
Oklahoma. In July of 1965, Russell went to a party with a
female friend. He seemingly went out of his mind at the
party and started telling everyone he was going to be killed.
He begged friends to hide him.

Someone called the police. When
the policemen arrived, one of
them hit Russell on the head with
his pistol. Russell was then taken
to a hospital where he was
pronounced dead a few hours
later. Cause of death was listed
as "heart failure."

2/67 David Ferrie * Oswald acquaintance - Garrison (New Orleans D. A.)
suspect and employee of Guy Bannister.  Died just before
trial for his involvement in the death of President Kennedy.

Brain hemorrhage, probably due
to blow (death ruled accidental).

2/67 Eladio Del Valle * Anti-Castro Cuban associate of David Ferrie being sought
by Garrison.

Gunshot wound

3/67 Paul Dyer New Orleans police officer and the first police officer to
interview Ferrie.  

Died approximately one month
after interviewing Ferrie of
Cancer.

3/67 Dr. Mary Sherman
*

Ferri associate working on cancer research Murder: Reportedly stabbed and
burned in her apartment.

5/20/67 William Waters Bill’s mother reports that Oswald and Killam had came to
her home and that her son tried to talk Oswald and Killam
out of ‘being involved.’  Mr. Waters phoned FBI agents
after the assassination, who told him that he knew too
much and to keep his mouth shut.  Later, he was arrested
and kept in the county jail for eight months on a
misdemeanor charge.

Police reported that Mr. Waters
died of a drug overdose
(Demerol).  No autopsy was
performed.

1/68 A. D. Bowie Assistant Dallas Shedriff - close friend to Roger Craig Sudden cancer

5/68 Dr. Nicholas
Chetta

New Orleans coroner who served at the death of David
Ferrie.  It is noted that Clay Shaw’s attorney went into
federal court only after Dr. Chetta was dead.

Heart attack

8/68 Philip Geraci * Friend of Perry Russo, told of Oswald/Shaw conversation Electrocution

1/69 Henry Delaune * Brother-in-law to corner Chetta Murdered

1/69 E. R. Walthers * Dallas Deputy Sheriff who was involved in search of the
Texas School Book Depository

Shot to death by fellon

1969 Charles
Mentesana

Filmed rifle other than Mannlicher-Carcano being taken
from Depository

Heart attack

4/69 Mary Bledsoe Neighbor to Oswald, also knew David Ferrie Natural causes

4/15/69 John M. Crawford* Crawford was a homosexual and a close friend of Jack
Ruby. Ruby supposedly carried Crawford's phone number
in his pocket at all times. Crawford was also a friend of
Buell Wesley Frazier's, the neighbor who took Lee Harvey
Oswald to work on the day Oswald purportedly shot
Kennedy.  Five other persons also died in the crash. 
Others who died were airport manager George Robert
Clark, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Greene and the Greene's two
children. Investigators found the cars of all three men at
the airport with ignition keys still in the locks and
Mrs. Greene's purse on the seat of the Greene car. 

Plane crash: died in a mysterious
plane crash, near Huntsville,
Texas. Crawford took off late at
night without authority and within
minutes of takeoff nosedived into
a muddy field.
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7/69 Rev. Clyde
Johnson*

Scheduled to testify about Clay Shaw/Oswald connection Fatally shot

1970 George McGann * Underworld figure connected to Ruby friends, wife, Beverly,
took film in Dealey Plaza

Murdered

1/70 Darrell W. Garner Arrested for shooting Warren Reynolds, released after alibi
from Betty MacDonald

Drug Overdose

8/70 Bill Decker Dallas Sheriff who saw bullet hit street in front of JFK Natural causes

8/70 Abraham Zapruder Took the now famous film of JFK’s assassination Natural causes

12/70 Salvatore Granello
*

Mobster linked to both Hoffa, Trafficante, and Castro
assassination plots.

Murdered

1971 James Plumeri * Mobster tied to mob/CIA assassination plots. Murdered

3/71 Clayton Fowler Ruby’s chief defense attorney Unknown

4/71 Gen. Charles
Cabel *

CIA deputy director connected to anti-Castro Cubans Collapsed and died after physical
examination at Fort Meyers.

9/71 Cliff Carter Aide to Lyndon B. Johnson (vice President to Kennedy and
President after his death), was in the Vice President’s car
in the motorcade in which Kennedy was assassinated. 
Served as aid to President Johnson.

Supposedly Carter died of
pneumonia when no penicillin
could be located in Washington,
D. C. to save this man’s life.

1972 Hale Boggs * House Majority Leader, member of Warren Commission
and totally disagreed with the findings.

Disappeared on Alaskan plane
flight.

5/72 J. Edgar Hoover * FBI director who pushed “lone assassin” theory in JFK
assassination.

Heart attack (no autopsy)

9/73 Thomas E. Davis * Gunrunner connected to both Ruby and CIA Electrocuted trying to steal wire

2/74 J. A. Milteer * Miami right-winger who predicted JFK’s death and capture
of scapegoat

Heater explosion

1974 Dave Yaras * Close friend to both Hoffa and Jack Ruby. Murdered

7/74 Earl Warren Chief Justice of United States Supreme Court who
reluctantly chaired the “Warren Commission.”

Heart failure

8/74 Clay Shaw * Clay Shaw died five years after he was charged by Jim
Garrison for his involvement in the Kennedy assassination.
Some reports relate that he had been ill for months after
surgery to removing a blood clot. Other newspaper reports
of his death stated he had cancer. It was revealed that
Shaw was a paid contact for the CIA.  Mr. Shaw was 60
years old.

A neighbor reported that an
ambulance was seen pulling up
to the Shaw home. A body was
carried in from the ambulance
and an empty stretcher brought
out. A few hours later, Shaw was
reportedly found dead in his
home. He was then given a quick
embalming before a coroner
could be notified. It was then
impossible to determine the
cause of death.

1974 Earle Cabell Mayor of Dallas on 11/22/63, whos brother, Gen. Charles
Cabell was fired from CIA by President Kennedy.

Natural causes
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6/75 Sam Giancana * Chicago Mafia boss slated to tell about CIA-mob death
plots to Senate Committee.

Murdered

7/75 Clyde Tolson J. Edgar Hoover’s assistant and roommate Natural causes`

1975 Allen Sweatt Dallas Deputy Sheriff involved in investigation Natural causes

12/75 Gen. Earle
Wheeler

Contact between JFK and CIA Unknown

1976 Ralph Paul Ruby’s business partner connected with crime figures. Heart attack

4/76 James Chaney Dallas motorcycle officer riding to JFK’s right rear who said
JFK “struck in the face” with bullet.

Heart attack

4/76 Dr. Charles
Gregory

Governor John Connally’s physician Heart attack

5/17/76 Roger Dean Craig Dallas police officer:  Craig was a witness to the slaughter
of President Kennedy. Only Craig's story was different from
the one the police told.  Named “Man of the Year” in 1961. 
Before testifying in the trail conducted by New Orelans
District Attorney Jim Garrison, Craig has lost his job with
the Dallas Police Department.  He had been harassed,
threatened, stabbed, shot at, and his wife had left him. 
Craig wrote two manuscripts of what he witnessd: “When
They Kill A President” and “The Patient Is Dying.”

On May 15, 1976, Roger Dean
Craig died of a massive gunshot
wound to the chest. Supposedly,
it was his second try at suicide
and a success.  Considering the
pressures and hardships, he may
well have committed suicide, but
we will never know.

6/76 William Harvey * CIA coordinator for CIA-mob assassination plans against
Castro.

Complications from heart surgery

7/76 John Roselli * Mobster who testified to Senate Committee and was to
appear again.

Stabbed to death and stuffed in a
metal drum.

Seventy-six dead between 1963 and 1976.  Of that 76, forty-one died under suspicious circumstances.

HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE
ON ASSASSINATIONS

Just as the House Select Committee on Assassinations was investigating the JFK assassination, more suspicious
deaths were coming to light:

   Date              Name                                                Connection with case                                                   Cause of Death

1/77 William Pawley * Former Brazilian Ambassador connected to Anti-Castro
Cubans & crime figures.

Gunshot death ruled suicide

3/77 George
DeMorhenschildt *

Close friend to both Oswald and Bouvier family (Jackie
Kennedy’s parents), CIA contract agent.

Gunshot wound ruled suicide

3/77 Carlos Prio
Soccaras*

Former Cuban President, money man for anti-Castro
Cubans

Gunshot wound ruled suicide
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3/77 Paul Raigorodsky Business friend of George DeMohrenschildt and wealthy
oilmen.

Natural causes

5/77 Lou Staples * Lou Staples, a radio announcer who was doing a good
many of his radio shows on the Kennedy assassination,
lost his life sometime on Friday night, May 13, 1977. This
was near Yukon, Oklahoma. He had been having radio
shows on the assassination since 1973 and the response
to his programs was overwhelming.  Lou had been stating
that he wanted to purchase some property to build a home.
He was lured out to a wheat field and his life ended there.

Lou's death was termed suicide,
but the bullet ending his life
entered behind his right temple
and Lou was left-handed. He
joined Gary Underhill, William
Pitzer and Joe Cooper whose
"suicides" were all done with
"wrong hand" shots to the head.

6/77 Louis Nichols Former Number 3 man in FBI, worked on JFK
assassination investigation.

Heart attack

8/77 Alan Belmont FBI official who testified to Warren Commission. “Long Illness.”

8/77 James Cadigan FBI document expert who testified to warren Commission Fall in his home

8/77 Joseph C. Ayres * Chief steward of JFK’s Air Force One Shooting accident

8/77 Francis G. Powers * U -2 pilot downed over Russia in 1969 Helicopter crash (he reportedly
ran out of fuel)

9/77 Kenneth O’Donnel JFK’s closest aide Heart attack

10/77 Donald Kaylor FBI fingerprint chemist Heart attack

10/77 J. M. English Former head of FBI Forensic Sciences Laborator Heart attack

11/77 William Sullivan * Former number 3 man in FBI - headed Division 5, counter-
espionage and domestic intelligence

Hunting accident

1978 Cl. L. “Lummie”
Lewis

Dallas Deputy Sheriff who arrested Mafia man Braden in
Dealey Plaza.

Natural causes

9/78 Garland Slack Man who said Oswald fired on his target at rifle range. Unknown

9/18/78 Allan Blanchard Died during the time the Senate Hearings on
Assassinations was taking place.  Chief of the Washington
bureau of the Detroit News.  He had a good nose for news,
at the right place, at the right time--in the South for civil
rights, the Dominican Republic, the trial of Jack Ruby, an
award-winning journalist. 

He died of Legionnaire's disease!
Only known person to die of that
disease in Washington, D.C.

1/79 Billy Lovelady Depository employee said to be the man in the doorway in
the Associated Press photograph.

Complications from heart attack

6/80 Jesse Curry Dallas Police Chief at time of assassination Heart attack

6/80 Dr. John Holbrook Psychiatrist who testified Ruby was not insane Heart attack but pills and note
were found

1/81 Marguerite Oswald Mother of accused assassin Lee Harvey Oswald. Cancer

10/81 Frank Watts Chief felony prosector for Dallas D. A. Natural causes

1/82 Peter Gregory Original translator for marina Oswald and Secret Service Natural causes

5/82 Dr. James Weston Pathologist allowed to see JFK autopsy material for House
Select Committee on Assassinations.

Died while jogging... ruled natural
causes
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8/82 Will H. Griffin FBI agent who reportedly said Oswald was “definitely” and
FBI informant.

Cancer

10/82 W. Marvin
Gheesling

FBI official who helped supervise JFK investigation “Long illness.”

3/84 Roy Kellerman Secret Service agent in charge of JFK limousine Unknown
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